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Abstract—The growing penetration of Converter-Interfaced
Distributed Renewable Energy Sources (CI-DRES) has posed
several challenges into the electric power systems, e.g., the
instability caused by the intermittent nature of the primary
sources, power quality issues, etc. Several algorithms have been
proposed to mitigate the CI-DRES power fluctuations and reduce
high active power ramp-rates (RRs) at the Point of Common
Coupling (PCC) with the grid using energy storage systems (ESS).
However, these algorithms present some drawbacks. In this paper,
a new Ramp-Rate Limitation (RRL) control method is proposed
to address existing gaps in the technical literature. This algorithm
is performed considering the connection of a Supercapacitor (SC)
at the DC-link of a DRES converter. The relationship between
the SC voltage and the degree to which the RRL is achieved
is established, aiming to reduce the SC voltage fluctuations
and increase the SC life time. The RRL control is validated
in a real experimental testbed and compared to state-of-the-art
approaches. This control is also modelled in Matlab/Simulink in
order to perform techno-economic investigations on the influence
that several parameters (SC size, SC charging/discharging cycles,
cost, etc.) have on the achieved RRL at the DRES PCC.

Index Terms—Distributed Power Generation, Energy Storage
Systems, Power Smoothing, Ramp-Rate Control, Renewable en-
ergy sources, Supercapacitors, Safety, Ultracapacitors, Voltage
Source Converter.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE advent of Renewable Energy Sources (RES) and
power electronics in conjunction with the simultaneous

gradual replacement of fuel-driven power plants (PPs) has ini-
tiated a new, environmentally friendly era for the electric grid.
However, this shift towards a decentralized non-synchronous
generation jeopardizes the security, robustness and stability
of power systems, [1]. For these reason, huge amounts of
units are committed as spinning reserves. To mitigate the
problem of excessive unit commitment, many grid codes are
posing specific limits to the Ramp-Rates (RRs) of RES PPs
directly connected to the Transmission System (TS), [2], [3].
In most cases, it is assumed that only ramp ups can be easily
mitigated via Active Power Curtailment (APC). The ramp
downs cannot be tackled since no Energy Storage Systems
(ESS) are mandated. The APC action for the RR Limitation
(RRL) is an undesired function due to revenue loss for the RES
PP owners. The growing number of Distributed RES (DRES)
in distribution systems (DSs) also leads to high DRES RRs,
which in turn cause power quality issues within DSs, e.g.,
voltage rise and flickering. One solution to compensate the
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DRES impact on the dynamic performance is the placement
of central large-scale ESS at the Point of Interconnection (POI)
of the DS with the TS or within a large-scale RES PP, [4],
by providing ancillary services (AS). However, this approach
has high cost, and the stakeholders involved are TS Operators
(TSOs), DS Operators (DSOs) or large energy market players.
Hence, small DRES owners are not able to participate in a
respective market. In addition, the grid codes and standards
do not provide specifications for RES PPs with nominal power
below 1MW . Therefore, the ability of DRES located within
DSs to provide RRL as an AS remains untapped.

Another issue is that currently numerous specifications exist
with respect to the RR time interval ∆t (usually 1 or 10
minutes, [2]) or the RES power variation ∆P , hence, there
is no unified approach for the definition of the RR. In the
literature, three different methods have been identified, [5],
however, the most preferable one is the difference between
two successive time instants, which is more suitable for high-
frequency fluctuations at DRES level, [5], due to the fast nature
of the primary source (cloud movement, wind).

In the recent literature, there exist several methods to
mitigate the fluctuations at DRES level or microgrid level
considering different limits of RR depending on the type
of the primary source (sun, [6]–[9] or wind [10], [11]) and
different types of ESS: Supercapacitors (SCs), [12], Battery
ESS (BESS), [7], [8], [10], [13], or even hybrid ESS (HESS),
[11], [14], which consist of a fast acting ESS, e.g., a SC, and a
slower ESS, e.g., a BESS. An extensive review on the control
methods exists in [1], [15], [16]. The RRL methods can be
generally categorized as:
(i) moving average (MA) methods [5], [6], where the

previous DRES active power values are averaged for a given
window of time, which may vary from 1 to 10 minutes.
(ii) filter-based approaches, [7], [10], [11], where the input

DRES power is passed through a filter with a user-defined time
constant, [16]. The value of the time constant is re-evaluated
until smoother waveform of DRES power is produced, [16].
The most popular filter-based method is the application of a
Low-Pass Filter (LPF), [7]. The drawback of such an approach
is that there is no correlation of the filter time constant with the
achieved RRL. In addition, in [7] the LPF control is applied
to a BESS and is disabled if the State-of-Charge (SoC) is
above 80% or below 20%. It is concluded that during 11.00-
14.00 hours the LPF cannot mitigate high PV fluctuation if
the ESS capacity is fully exhausted - below 20%. This issue
could be solved only if there was a continuous interaction
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and adjustment of the ESS SoC and the requested RRL.
However, with this LPF method the achieved RRL cannot be
pre-evaluated - on the contrary the PV power is smoothed even
when not required (oversmoothing). This is the reason behind
the full exhaustion of the ESS SoC with this approach.

(iii) direct RRL methods: the rate of change or slope of
the injected power is limited when a pre-determined RRL is
violated, [12], [16]. Such methods are presented in [8], [9],
[14], [17], [18].

The MA and the filter-based approaches present some
disadvantages, [1], [16], e.g., high computational complexity,
exhibition of “memory effect” and oversmoothing. The lat-
ter causes the following impacts: (a) the ESS is forced to
operate even when the DRES RR is within specific limits;
(b) the ESS capacity is increased; (c) the ESS operating life
is decreased. In the technical literature there exist several
comparison studies for BESS [8], [13], [19] and SCs, [12],
[20], in order to support the superiority of the direct RRL
strategies against MA (sliding window and/or exponential)
and filter-based approaches (especially, the LPF approch, [7]).
In all these studies, the conclusion is that the direct RRL
methods outperform the MA and the filter-based methods,
[1], [16], since they eliminate the “memory effect” and most
importantly, could guarantee a specific RRL at DRES level.
The direct RRL methods lead to reduced ESS size, since the
ESS does not operate unnecessarily.

In [18] the application of MPPT based RR algorithm is
proposed and the PV converter is controlled to curtail power
during ramp-ups in order to prolong the BESS life. However,
this approach leads to PV APC, hence, revenue loss to the
owners, and cannot guarantee to control the RR within the
prescribed level. Moreover, the PV APC will incur high
energy losses due to inverter power limitation than other direct
RRL control methods, [16]. In the direct RRL approach of
[8], the PV output RR is limited by following an inverse
characteristic of the desired RR with the PV RR during the
ramping event. The examined ESS is a lead-acid BESS. When
the ramping event is over, the direct RRL is switched to a
droop characteristic to restore the SoC. In all these direct
RRL methods the SoC is taken into account a-posteriori, i.e.,
after the power smoothing action, [1], [16]. Therefore, it is not
guaranteed that the RR can be limited exactly to the prescribed
level, because the ESS may reach its SoC limits unexpectedly,
[16]. This unexpected pause of the power smoothing action
could cause further unexpected ramps, instead of remeding the
high DRES RRs. In [16] it is recommended that new direct
RRL techniques should be developed mitigating significant
RRs and considering the ESS SoC before the ESS capacity is
exhausted. Mitigating the RR to the prescribed level is crucial
in order to avoid voltage and frequency fluctuations at the
grid side, [16]. It should be noted that in these studies: (a)
the problem of oversmoothing is not addressed clearly, [16];
(b) a fixed RRL of 10%/min is assumed based on Puerto Rico
Electric Power Authority (PREPA) regulations, [1]. However,
it has been suggested by PREPA, [4], that the 10%/min rule
for the RRL should be re-assessed due to high costs.

The aforementioned direct RRL methods have been applied
to BESS. However, in [4] it has been proven that the BESS

is too slow to follow the cloud movement (in the case of PV
PPs), hence it is not suitable for high-frequency fluctuations
at DRES level, [1], [16]. For this reason, in [12], [16] it is
recommended that fast-acting ESS, especially SCs, are used
for DRES power smoothing in DSs, since the SCs are faster
than BESS, have longer useful life and are economically
profitable for small scale systems. In [12] the sliding window
MA [16], the LPF approach of [7] and the direct RRL
approach of [18] are applied to small-scale PV system (15kW)
coupled with SC assuming solar irradiance in an Andean city.
The methods are compared only via time domain simulations
in order to evaluate the charge/discharging cycles of a specific
SC size to limit the RR at 10%/min.

This paper proposes a new direct RRL algorithm so as to
reduce the high-frequency fluctuations of DRES using a SC
as an ESS. The developed algorithm aims to eliminate the
“memory effect” and oversmoothing. An important aspect of
the developed control, is that it does not use any filter or any
averaging function for deriving the smoothed power reference
signal, but it directly restricts the power RR to a desired
maximum value using the direct correlation with the ∆P/∆t.
This is important because, all grid codes on RRL/power
smoothing are expressed by a ∆P/∆t. Therefore, although
there is no clear definition for the RR and different ∆t might
lead to different RR calculations, using the RR as a parameter
within the control strategy, makes it directly applicable to
all requirements. In addition, the proposed control has been
implemented using basic arithmetic operations and the RR
computation is performed using only the previous value, i.e.
the RR is calculated based on the difference between two
points, [5], in order not to increase the computational burden.
This makes the proposed RRL method directly applicable to
any DRES converter as well, which is another clear advantage
with respect to the above approaches. The low computational
cost and the limited memory requirement of the proposed
approach is also an advantage compared to MA or filter-based
approaches, especially, if the RRL is to be provided together
with other AS due to the fact that it does not overload the
Digital Signal Processors (DSPs) of the CI-DRES VSCs.

The degree to which the ESS can fulfil a pre-defined RRL
as an AS depends on its SoC. Since in all the aforementioned
studies, the SoC is taken into account only a-posteriori, the
ESS cannot achieve the requested RRL, when the SoC reaches
its limits. For this reason, in this paper the proposed RRL
control considers the SC SoC (i.e. the SC voltage level) a-
priori: depending on the SC voltage, the RRL control is contin-
uously adjusted in order not to exhaust the SC technical limits
recommended by the manufacturers. Such method ensures that
the RR is limited exactly to a pre-determined value, something
that is missing from the literature, [16]. This is important if
a CI-DRES provides RRL as an AS at a specific DSO/TSO
value and the DRES owner is remunerated for this AS. Such
proactive SC SoC control and interaction between SC SoC and
RRL allows the combined system of CI-DRES/SC to perform
not only RRL at a specific pre-defined value or specific range
of values, but also multiple AS related to short-term active
power. In addition, it is shown that this a-priori correlation
between the SC SoC and the requested RRL can: (i) lead to
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reduced SC size and ensure smoother grid injected power with
a specific pre-defined RRL (or within a specific pre-defined
range of RRL values); (ii) simultaneously ensure a safer SC
operation for a given SC size compared to the case where
other control approaches are applied and, the SC size is not
large enough and in turn, the power smoothing functionality
is disabled when the SC reaches its limits. Such case could
cause further undesired effects at power system level.

Besides its theoretical contribution, this paper has additional
experimental contribution: The proposed approach is com-
pared to the LPF method of [7] and the sliding window MA via
experiments in a 3-phase 20kV A DRES Voltage Source Con-
verter (VSC) prototype connected to a commercially available
SC of 6F /160V /21.33 Wh, [21] via a dedicated bi-directional
DC/DC converter. The comparison is performed in terms of
the achieved RRL and SC cycles (via the SC voltage). It is
noted that such experimental comparison studies do not exist
in the technical literature. Finally, this paper has additional
contributions compared to [1]:

(i) The SC SoC recovery within the experiments and the
simulations is performed using the control scheme presented
in [22], while in [1] the SC recovers its SoC based on the
control presented in [23]. The energy recovery of the SC is
improved with the control scheme presented in [22], because
the controller gains have been decided based on the capacitors’
energy content (the SC and the DC-link one), while in [23]
these gains were determined via trial-and-error. In this way, the
control scheme of [22] leads to better dynamic performance
of the DC-link and SC voltage control.

(ii) A performance/size/cost comparison is performed
among the proposed RRL control, the LPF, [7] and the
sliding window MA. This comparison involves two stages: a)
experimental results using a step profile and considering the
same size of SC and different values of LPF time constants, as
well as the MA approach with the maximum possible window
selected as not to overload the VSC DSP; b) simulation results
considering different values of the SC size, the LPF time
constants and MA sliding window lengths. One additional
comparison is performed for the evaluation of the cost/size of
the SC: when a SC purchase cost limit is imposed, its impact
on the achieved RRL, the SC cycles during a day and the
SC recovery time is examined. In addition, the issue of the
appropriate RRL for DRES within DS is discussed.

The rest of the manuscript is organised as follows: Section
II presents the proposed RRL control. Section III describes
the prototype used for the experimental validation of the
control strategy and presents experimental results in com-
parison also with the LPF and MA control methods. In
Section IV simulation results are presented, which allow for
further investigations on the effect of different parameters and
evaluates all three control approaches in a techno-economic
manner. Finally, Section V closes the paper with its main
findings, discusses the results in comparison with the state-
of-the-art techno-economic studies for the power smoothing
strategies and proposes new directions for further research.

II. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY

A. Converter/ESS Configuration

The studied topology is a CI-DRES that is interfaced with
the grid via a three-phase, three-leg DC/AC VSC, as illustrated
in Fig. 1. The voltage of the VSC DC-link is controlled by
the SC and the associated bidirectional DC/DC converter. The
primary source is connected to the DC-link via an Maximum
Power Point Tracking (MPPT) device (not shown in Fig. 1).
The whole converter was developed and tested in the frame of
the H2020 EU funded project EASY-RES, [24]. A hierarchical
control structure composed of three levels has been used
the details of which can be found in [22] and [25]. In this
subsection the first two control levels (CTRLs) are described
briefly while the third CTRL that affects the proposed RRL
control is presented in more detail.

The three-level hierarchical control structure is composed
by: SC current control level (CTRL1), DC-link voltage control
level (CTRL2) and SC voltage control level (CTRL3). The
CTRL1 and CTRL2 control the VSC DC-link voltage through
a classic cascade control, while CTRL3 aims to maintain
the SC voltage, thus, its SoC, within the technical limits
recommended by the SC manufacturer. At the same time
CTRL3 must not interfere with the power required by the AS,
pAS. Therefore, CTRL3 has to satisfy two objectives that in
principle can be considered opposed: absorb or inject energy
to keep the SC voltage within technical limits and release its
energy during the provision of the AS. Each CTRL and the
interfaces among them are analyzed below:

1) Current control level (CTRL1): The input of CTLR1
is the current reference i⋆SC generated by CTRL2. The scope
of CTRL1 is to generate the DC/DC converter duty cycle
D. A proportional and integral (PI) controller is implemented
for this purpose designed from the DC/DC converter average
model and the voltage drop between the SC and the converter.
Further details on the computation of D can be found in [22].

2) DC link voltage control level (CTRL2): CTRL2 aims
is to control the voltage of the VSC vDC-l and calculate the
reference SC current i⋆SC. Further details can be found in [22].

3) SC voltage control level (CTRL3): CTRL3 is based on
the power balance of the total set-up in Fig. 1:

ps = pSoC + pin + pAS − ploss (1)

where pSoC is the SC SoC recovery active power, ploss are
the total power losses and pAS is the power required during
the AS - it is set to 0 during steady-state conditions. If the
primary active power pin is injected into the grid by the VSC
(ps = pin), the SC has to cope with ploss. Nevertheless, if the
power balance between ps and pin is not achieved due to the
provision of an AS involving active power (like RRL), the SC
injects the power required for the AS pAS, because the SC is
in charge of controlling vDC-l. Therefore, the SC power must
supply at least pSC = pAS + ploss, i.e., the SC should also take
care of ploss. In this case, the SC is continuously subjected to
charging and discharging processes. For this reason, the SC
should properly recover its SoC besides the AS provision. In
order to enable the proper control of vDC-l it is suggested in
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Fig. 1. Hierarchical DRES converter control structure, [22]

[22] that the VSC reference power at the DRES PCC p⋆s is
computed in CTRL3 as:

p⋆s = p⋆AS + pin + p⋆SoC − p̂loss (2)
where p⋆AS is the reference signal corresponding to the pro-
vided AS, i.e., RRL, and is given by the RRL control described
in Algorithm 1 in the following subsection. The power losses
can obtained indirectly by measuring pin, pSC and ps:

ploss = pSC + pin − ps (3)
In [22] it is suggested that a LPF is used to be applied in ploss
acting as a feed-forward signal (p̂loss) that causes the power
losses compensation to be provided by the VSC instead of
the SC in steady-state conditions. In this way, both the AS
provision and the DC link voltage control are not affected,
[22]. The parameter p̂loss is calculated by:

p̂loss = ploss
1

Tps+ 1
(4)

The time constant Tp must be selected with a value higher
than the duration time of the AS to avoid large interference in
the power supplied for the AS, [22].

The term p⋆SoC is in charge of restoring the SC SoC, [22]
and is calculated based on a proportional controller and the
difference between the voltage squares:

p⋆SoC = kpp ·
[
(vSC)

2 − (v⋆SC)
2
]

(5)
where v⋆SC is the reference SC voltage. In order to respect the
SC voltage and energy limits given by the manufacturer for
safety reasons, the calculation of p⋆SoC in (5) and p⋆AS (presented
below) takes into account that the SC SoC should be correlated
with the SC energy content and respective voltage levels, [26].
This correlation is expressed by:

SoC =
v2SC − v2min

v2max − v2min
, (6)

where vmax and vmin the technical operational limits of the SC
recommended by the manufacturer. The SC rated energy is
Erated = 0.5 · C · v2max, while the “used” SC energy based on
these limits is equal to:

Eused = 0.5 · C · (v2max − v2min) (7)
Since the degree to which the SC can fulfil an AS depends
on the SC voltage level and the associated energy content, the
term p⋆AS is continuously adjusted every time instant for the
provision of RRL considering the SC SoC a-priori. This is
achieved by computing the RRL value as a function of the SC
voltage, as described in the next subsection.

RRL Function

Fig. 2. Dynamic RRL
B. RRL Control

In this subsection, the proposed RRL control for the injected
active power at DRES PCC, ps is described. It is considered
that both ramp-ups and ramp-downs should be mitigated,
hence, the SC should be charged at approximately 50% of
the available energy to be used, Eused. The RRL control
corresponds to the computation of the term p⋆AS that is sent
as input to CTRL3. As mentioned above, the degree to which
the SC can fulfil a pre-defined RRL rn (sent by a DSO or
a TSO) as an offered AS depends on the SC SoC, i.e., its
voltage level. In case the SC SoC is above or below certain
limits, then it can not provide the requested rn for specific
time intervals within a day, i.e., the RRL can be continuously
enabled/disabled. This situation could create more issues at
power system level, instead of resolving them. For this reason,
in this paper it is suggested that the SoC is considered a-priori,
i.e., the RRL value is continuously adjusted as a function of
the SC voltage, vSC. Such proactive SC SoC control allows
the combined system of CI-DRES/SC to perform multiple AS
in addition to RRL, e.g., virtual inertia. As it can be deduced
from the above expressions, there is a continuous trade-off
between p⋆AS and p⋆SoC in (2). If vSC is close to v⋆SC, it means
that there is no need to recover the SC SoC and p⋆SoC has a
really small value. On the contrary, there is enough SC power
capacity to provide p⋆AS and perform the RRL control.

The RRL function performed in the pink block of Fig. 2
is described via Algorithm 1. The RRL control is performed
based on the RRL calculation given by (8) every ∆t, i.e., RR
definition between two successive instants, [5].

RR2-point-calc[t] =
pout[t]− pout[t−∆t]

t[t]− t[t−∆t]
(8)

Algorithm 1 Algorithm for RRL Function
Require: pin[t], pout[t−∆t], min[t], max[t], ∆t
Ensure: pout[t], p⋆SC[t]

1: RR2-point-calc ←
pin[t]− pout[t−∆t]

∆t
2: if RR < min[t] then
3: RR← min[t]
4: else if RR > max[t] then
5: RR← max[t]
6: else
7: RR← RR2-point-calc
8: end if
9: pout[t]← RR ·∆t+ pout[t−∆t]

10: p⋆AS[t]← pin[t]− pout[t]

The inputs are the DRES power, pin[t], the maximum
(max[t]) and minimum (min[t]) limits of RRL considering
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Fig. 3. RRL Function: SC voltage versus the absolute value of RRL.

both ramp-ups and ramp-downs. These limits are not constant;
on the contrary, they are evaluated every ∆t and defined by
the RRL Function block (Fig. 3) and are max[t] = +r(v) and
min[t] = −r(v) - to be explained. The output of the control
block is the smoothed power pout[t] and is calculated in line
9 of Algorithm 1. The value pout[t−∆t] is defined by a Unit
Delay block z−1, which holds and delays its input by a user-
defined sample period ∆t. The term p⋆AS[t] is determined in
line 10 of Algorithm 1 as the difference between pout[t] and
pin[t] corresponding to the power needed from the SC in order
to perform RRL. In this way, p⋆AS[t] is inserted in the power
balance of (2) in CTRL3.

The values of min[t] and max[t] are determined based on
the SC voltage vSC every ∆t. The interdependence between
these limits and vSC is illustrated graphically in Fig. 3. The
diagram correlates the adjustment of min[t] and max[t] as
a function of vSC. More specifically, based on the vSC mea-
surement, max[t] = + |r(v)| and min[t] = − |r(v)| are con-
tinuously re-adjusted. Three voltage areas are distinguished.
These areas are determined actually by the split of the total
SC Eused into respective areas. The column next to the diagram
in Fig. 3 denotes the SC energy areas. The SC energy Area I
corresponds to the sum of ELow

n + EUpp
n and the SC voltage

Area I corresponds to the region vLow
w − vUpp

w . The SC energy
Area II corresponds to the sum of ELow

w + EUpp
w and the SC

voltage Area II corresponds to the region vLow
a − vLow

w and
vUpp
w − vLow

a . The SC energy Area III corresponds to the sum
of ELow

a + EUpp
a and the SC voltage Area III corresponds to

the region vmin − vLow
a and vUpp

a − vmax.
When vSC = v⋆SC it means that the SC SoC is recovered,

no RRL is performed, hence, max[t] and min[t] are set to 0.
When vSC starts to fluctuate between the values vLow

w and vUpp
w

the RR limits are set to max[t] = +rn and min[t] = −rn.
Given the DSO/TSO RRL limit in % of nominal power per
minute, RRLnom, the value rn in W/s is calculated by

rn = RRLnom · Pnom
DRES/60 (9)

where Pnom
DRES is the nominal power of the DRES. Hence,

in Area I the RRL can be provided in its full form to the
DSO/TSO. The SC energy absorbed for ramp-ups is EUpp

n and
the SC energy released for ramp-downs is ELow

n . It is taken that
EUpp

n = ELow
n and both these SC energy regions correspond

to Area I. Based on this, the SC voltage boundaries for Area
I are determined as:

ELow
n = 0.5 · C ·

[
(v⋆SC)

2 − (vLow
w )2

]
(10)

EUpp
n = 0.5 · C ·

[
(vUpp

w )2 − (v⋆SC)
2
]

(11)

If vSC lies within Area II (Warning Area) the RRL is
deteriorated to a value equal to rw, which is a function of
the voltages difference until the alert area with boundary limit
ra = ±k · |rn|. Note that the parameter k > 1 is a positive
integer. In this area, the AS is partially provided for both ramp-
ups (EUpp

w ) and ramp-downs (ELow
w ) with EUpp

w = ELow
w . As

illustrated in Fig. 3, the voltage difference follows a linear
approach rw(v). This approach have been especially suited to
be implemented in the same microcontroller that performs the
control of the VSC with execution time in the order of µs
(here, ∆t = 50µs). The linear approach is given by:

rUpp
w (v) = rn + rn · (k − 1) · v − vUpp

w

vUpp
a − vUpp

w

(12)

rLow
w (v) = −rn + rn · (k − 1) · v − vLow

w

vLow
w − vLow

a

(13)

In Area II the voltage boundaries are given by:

ELow
w = 0.5 · C ·

[
(vLow

w )2 − (vLow
a )2

]
(14)

EUpp
w = 0.5 · C ·

[
(vUpp

a )2 − (vUpp
w )2

]
(15)

If k is set equal to 1, this means that Area II does not exist, i.e.,
the AS is fully provided with rn within the region vLow

a −vUpp
a .

In Area III (Alert Area) the AS is not provided at all, since
the SC is close to its operational limits. The respective voltage
limits are illustrated in Fig. 3.

III. EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION AND COMPARISON

In this section the proposed RRL method is validated in a
real experimental testbed and compared to the LPF and MA
approaches.

A. System under Study

The studied topology is a real testbed in the laboratory of
Universidad de Sevilla (USE) developed under the framework
of the H2020 project EASY-RES, [25], and is illustrated in Fig.
4. Its main components are: (i) A 20 kVA three-phase three-
wire VSC with V rated

DC =750V and V rated
AC =400V; (ii) A SC of

6 F and 160 V, [21], with maximum instantaneous power of
2kW ; It should be noted that the total SC energy is 21.33Wh,
however, due to the safety voltage limits recommended by
the SC manufacturer (vmin = 90V ), the total SC energy used
for RRL control is equal to 9.33Wh; (iii) A controllable
DC current source. The proposed control algorithm has been
implemented in a Texas Instruments TMS320F28335 Delfino
microcontroller with a sampling frequency of 20 kHz.

Regarding the SC voltage areas, the parameters in Fig.
3 have been derived using (10), (11), (14) and (15) and
following a bottom-up approach in order to respect the limits
recommended by the SC manufacturer: (i) vUpp

w =145V and
vUpp
a =150V. This leads to EUpp

a =4,425kWs (1.23Wh); (ii)
Considering vUpp

w with v⋆SC=130V leads to EUpp
w =12,384kWs

(3.44Wh); (iii) Considering v⋆SC and ELow
w =12,384kWs=EUpp

w ,
it is calculated vLow

w =113.03V; (iv) Considering vLow
w and

ELow
a =4,425kWs=EUpp

a , it is calculated vLow
a =106.3V. The re-

maining parameters of Fig. 4 can be found in [22].
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VSC + DC/DC
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DC Current
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DC/DCDC Sourc.

SC

SC

Fig. 4. Experimental Testbed with the detailed configuration

B. Evaluation of RRL Limit

The experimental validation aims to evaluate the efficiency
of the RRL control and the effect of rn. The data of the
experimental results were recorded into the real-time platform
SpeedGoat, which is suitable for recording data in steady-state
conditions, since it communicates with the microcontroller and
exchanges data (voltages, currents, etc.) every 0.5s.

The input power signal pin has been chosen to exhibit
step-changes, as illustrated with the red curve in Fig. 5. The
selected rn values are 75, 100 and 150W/s. Fig. 5(a) depicts
pin together with the output power of the algorithm pout. Fig.
5(b) depicts ps and pin. The ps is approximately 1kW less than
pout due to the power losses incurred on the lab testbed of Fig.
4. As it can be observed, the RRL control works perfectly and
injects smoothed power to the grid. Moreover, the lower the rn,
the smoother is the active power pout and ps, as expected. This
effect is very clear during ramp-ups (0−50s and 150−200s),
because the SC does not reach its power or voltage limits, i.e.:
(i) the SC power reaches barely its maximum power limit -
2kW (SC charging) in Fig. 5(c); (ii) the SC voltage does not
reach 150V in Fig. 5(d).

During the successive ramp-downs (SC discharging) at time
interval 50 − 150s both pout and ps are smoother than pin,
However, in cases where rn = 75 and 100 W/s the RRL
is deteriorated according to (13) - especially during the 2nd

ramp-down, since the SC limits are reached: (i) the SC
power instantaneously exceeds its maximum power limit 2kW
(discharge) in Fig. 5(c); (ii) the SC voltage reaches its lower
limit 106.3V in Fig. 5(d). The RRL method is evaluated with
respect to the target RRL value considering as performance
index the RR(t) given in (8), [5], for ∆t = 1s. This is
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Fig. 5. Comparison of Different rn values: (a): Input Power pin and RRL
output pout; (b): pin and resulting ps to the grid; (c) SC power; (d) SC voltage;
(e) Resulting RRL of the grid power ps

reflected in Fig. 5(e), where the resulting RR in the grid power
ps is depicted. It can be observed very clearly that the target
RRL value (rn) is reached when the SC voltage stays within
the predefined limits ELow

a − EUpp
a , i.e. 106.3-150V. Only in

the time period 100− 150s (2nd ramp-down) the SC voltage
limits are reached for the cases 75 and 100 W/s and thus, the
target rn value is not achieved. For rn = 150W/s, the RRL
is kept at its target value, since this value is not so strict and
does not push the SC towards its limits.

Concluding this round of experiments, it can be deduced
that the proposed RRL control is efficient and the target RRL
values are well achieved respecting the safety limits of the
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Fig. 6. Experimental Results - Evaluation of Warning Area with different k
values: (a) Grid injected Active Power; (b) SC Power; (c) SC Voltage; (d) RR
Calculated with (8).
SC. After the ramping events (t > 200s) the SC returns to its
v⋆SC avoiding any oversmoothing and unnecessary operation.
It should be mentioned that the studied target values of RRL
(75, 100, 150W/s) are too strict for the specific SC limits and
size. Imposing a target RRL of 10 − 50W/s would destroy
the specific SC. Larger size of SC could allow such low target
values. This is evaluated in Section IV.

C. Evaluation of the Warning Area
In this subsection the effect of the Warning Area (Area II)

is experimentally evaluated and more specifically, the effect
of the parameter k in (12)-(13). The same step profile pin has
been used in the experiments. The target RRL is rn=100W/s,
while k is taken equal to 1, 2 and 6. The voltage limits are
the ones set in Section III-A. The aggregated results appear
in Fig. 6. The effect of the parameter k is very clear at the
time interval t = 120−150s and is marked with red circles in
all subplots of Fig. 6. In all cases the grid injected power,
ps is very smoothed compared to pin - Fig. 6(a) and the
proposed control manages to pose the RRL of ±100W/s in
case k = 1, while in case k = 2, 6, the RRL < 150W/s
(absolute value). For k=1 the RRL control stresses the SC at
t = 120s and the SC voltage in Fig. 6(c) is below 113V ,
i.e., below the Area II limit vLow

w . Thus, the linear variation
of (13) is activated for k = 2, 6. Increasing k leads the SC
to operate in higher voltage values, hence in a safer region,
while simultaneously keeping the RRL target below a certain
pre-defined limit, which is defined continuously by (13) based
on vSC. As it can be noticed in Fig. 6(d) the achieved RRL
is again below 150W/s and the RR is restricted to a specific
value based on vSC without exhausting the safety limits. It can
be concluded that the introduction of the warning area in this
RRL method ensures smoother ps with a specific rn and a
safer SC operation for a given SC size.

D. Comparison with the LPF and MA approaches
In this subsection, the proposed RRL control is compared

via experiments to a first order LPF, [5], [12], [19] and

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 7. Experimental Results - comparison with the LPF and MA approaches:
(a) Grid injected Active Power; (b) RR Calculated with (8); (c) SC Power;
(d) SC Voltage.

the sliding window MA method in terms of performance
considering the same step profile as in the previous subsection.
Generally, the first-order LPF has a transfer function in the
continuous (H(s)), [12], and in the discrete (H(z)), [5],
domain as:

HLPF =


H(s) =

1

s · TLPF + 1

H(z) =
z−1 (Ts/TLPF )

z−1 (Ts/TLPF ) + 1

(16)

where TLPF is the time constant of the LPF and Ts is the
sample time of the discretization. Several values for the TLPF

have been reported in the literature for different ESS types,
e.g., 70s to 370s for a BESS in [5] and 600s for a SC
in [12]. A very high TLPF value stresses the SC due to
continuous charging/discharging cycles in order to provide a
smooth power at the DRES PCC -sometimes, smoother than
actually required.

This article has been accepted for publication in IEEE Transactions on Industry Applications. This is the author's version which has not been fully edited and 
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In the sliding window MA method, [5], [6] the previous
active power DRES values are averaged for a given window
of time, ∆tw. Depending on ∆tw, the power smoothing action
will be more or less significant. The smoothed power is
calculated:

pout[t] =
1

N

N∑
i=0

pin[t− i ·∆t] (17)

where N is the number of the samples that precede time instant
t, forming a moving window with length equal to ∆tw =
N∆t. Irrespectively of ∆tw, all samples have equal weight in
the sliding window MA method. The reference signal sent to
the SC is mathematically represented at a kth instant by:

p⋆SC[k] =

∑w−1
i=0 pin[k − i]

∆tw
− pin[k] (18)

Similarly to the LPF approach, it can be derived that a very
high the ∆tw of the sliding window MA method can stress
the SC. Generally, it is known that usually BESS suffer from
a small number of cycles (from 800− 3, 000), while for SCs
the number of cycles can vary from 200, 000−500, 000, [27],
[28]. However, the purchase cost of a BESS can vary from
400−600C/kWh, while the SC (bank, not cell) capital cost is
≈ 20, 000C/kWh, [3], [28], [29]. Although the cost of BESS
cycle/installed kWh can be up to 4 times larger than the SC, the
SC cost per cycle and installed kWh is not negligible. Hence, it
is yet important to evaluate the number of charging/discharging
cycles, especially for AS like power smoothing at DRES level,
where there are high fluctuations in the order of some seconds
and the SC is continuously charged or discharged.

The target RRL is rn = 100W/s for the proposed control
and there is no warning area for this round of experiments,
i.e., k = 1. The LPF time constants that have been considered
are TLPF = 5, 30s. These values have been selected in order
to respect the safety limits imposed by the SC manufacturer.
For the sliding window MA approach ∆tw has been selected
to be 4.95s. The sampling rate of the data is 0.075s, hence,
the DSP of the CI-DRES topology needed to perform the MA
around 99,000 samples, since the control is performed every
∆t = 50µs. A larger ∆tw would result into more samples
than the DSP can process and it would be overloaded. Note
that the DSP is part of the CI-DRES of Fig. 4, which should
be used for other AS as well, hence, the DSP should not be
overloaded by only one AS, RRL in this case.

The results are depicted in Fig. 7. In Fig. 7 (a) it can be
noticed that all approaches lead to smoother injected active
power. The performance is further evaluated in Fig. 7 (b),
where the RR is calculated based on (8). In all cases the RR
is less than 300W/s, however, only the proposed approach
restricts the RR to a specific value 100W/s except for the time
interval t = 110− 120s where the minimum SC voltage limit
and the maximum SC power are reached -Fig. 7 (c) and (d).
The LPF case TLPF = 5s always underperforms compared to
the proposed approach and the achieved smoothing is not as
efficient as with the proposed RRL method -Fig. 7 (b). For this
reason, in this case the SC operates always in safer power (Fig.
7 (c)) and voltage areas (Fig. 7 (d)). Similarly, the TLPF = 30s
case underperforms compared to the proposed approach during
ramp-ups (t = 20s and t = 150s), while for the rest of the

Fig. 8. Time-domain PV power profile of 29/9/2018 with 1s resolution, [15] -
Zoom in the 300 seconds (14:31-14:36) used as input profile in the simulations

experiment duration it leads to a power “oversmooth” below
the target rn. As evident in Fig. 7 (c)-(d), this action leads
the SC to operate closer to its safety limits, although it is not
necessary: (i) during the 2nd ramp-down (t = 110 − 120s)
the SC reaches lower voltage (closer to the limit) than in the
proposed approach; (ii) during the 2nd ramp-up (t = 150s)
the SC reaches higher voltage and lower power than in the
proposed approach. The MA method with selected ∆tw =
4.95 does not exhibit large voltage fluctuations, however, the
SC power limits are reached at t = 20s and t = 150s during
ramp-ups and at t = 60s during the ramp-down. During these
ramp-ups the target rn = 100W/s cannot be achieved. The
same is true for the ramp-down at t = 120s, although the
SC voltage or power limits are not reached. This behavior is
justified by the fact that with the MA approach the achieved
RRL cannot be pre-evaluated.

Concluding this experimental round, it can be deduced
that the proposed control reaches exactly the target RRL
compared to the LPF and sliding window MA approaches,
while respecting the SC safety limits. On the other hand, in
the LPF and MA methods it is very difficult to pre-evaluate
the achieved RRL. The LPF approach tends to oversmooth the
power. This oversmoothing action leads to larger SC voltage
oscillations, hence, deeper charging/discharging cycles, which
deteriorate the SC life cycle. Further evaluation on the SC
charging/discharging cycles is provided in Section IV. The
selected window of the MA approach does not respect the
selected RRL but this window cannot be increased, because it
would lead to a DSP overloading.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS AND ECONOMIC EVALUATION

In this Section the proposed control and the complete lab
topology of Fig. 4 is modelled in Matlab/Simulink so as to
allow comparisons regarding different control parameters, SC
sizes, and more fluctuating real-life profiles. The simulation
results will provide a further insight on the economic aspects
for the power smoothing provision as an AS.

A. Effect of Different Parameters

The effect of k and the SC size on the proposed RRL control
are evaluated in this subsection. More specifically, k is set
equal to 1 (no warning area) and 4, i.e. in the warning area
there is linear variation rw(v) between 100-400W/s using (12)-
(13). The SC sizes that have been considered are the real lab
6F/160V SC of [21] and the 8F/160V SC of [30] of the same
manufacturer and with the same nominal voltage as [21]. The
8F/160V SC of [30] has been selected to be simulated and
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compared to the real lab 6F/160V SC because both SCs are
from the same manufacturer, have the same rated voltage and
the same recommended safe operation region, vmin − vmax =
90− 150V . Since these limits are the same, the voltage limits
of Fig. 3 are also the same, and only the capacitance size
is evaluated. In addition, simulations are performed in this
section with a fictional SC of 4F/160V SC to demonstrate
more clearly the effect of the C and k values. The involved
energy areas of the 8F SC and 4F SC in Fig. 3 are increased
by 2/6=33.33% and decreased by 33.33% respectively. The
input signal pin is a 300s profile with abrupt changes. These
data have been isolated from the measured PV profile of Fig.
8 with 1s resolution, which corresponds to a 6.5kWp PV PP
in Germany (DSO data in [15]). This 300s profile has been
selected over the whole day as a “worst-case” profile, because
it presents the higher and most frequent RR values and the SC
will suffer the most. This is considered as a typical Central
European PV profile in a cloudy day. The target RRL value
has been selected to be rn=100W/s. The voltage limits are the
ones set in the previous subsection.

The aggregated results appear in Fig. 9. The studied areas
are marked with red ellipses. The following general observa-
tions can be made with respect to the efficacy of the algorithm:
(i) In all cases the grid injected power, ps is very smoothed
compared to pin - Fig. 9(a); (ii) It can be noticed in Fig. 9(b)
that in all cases the SC reaches its upper and lower power
limits at time instants t = 150s and t = 250s, respectively.
(iii) After very abrupt ramping events (t > 300s) the SC starts
to return to its v⋆SC, because the RR of pin < rn, avoiding in
this way any oversmoothing and unnecessary operation.

The effect of parameters k and the SC size is very clear
in the SC voltage - 9(c). At t=160s and for C=4F/k=1
the RRL control stresses the SC and it reaches its lower
safety limit vmin = 90V , hence the requested RRL cannot
be achieved (yellow line). Introducing the warning area with
k = 4 to the C=4F, the RRL is limited from 1000W/s to
400W/s (9(d)) and vSC is higher than vmin leading the SC
operation to a safer voltage region for this specific SC size.
The ramp-down at t = 240s leads also the SC to operate
below 110V for k = 1 while for k = 4 the warning area is
activated according to (13) leading the SC voltage to higher
values, while the RRL is below 400W/s. However, this specific
SC size is not appropriate for the ramp-up at t=260s; even
when Area II is activated, the requested RRL cannot be
achieved. Increasing the SC value to C=6F leads always the
SC to operate within the safety limits recommended by the
manufacturer. Nevertheless, for C=6F/k=1 the SC operates
close to its lower safety limit at t=160s. Increasing k=4 leads
the SC to operate in higher voltage values - a little bit closer
to its upper voltage limits (at t=260s)- but generally, the
RRL control leads the SC operation into a safer area, while
simultaneously keeping the RRL below a certain pre-defined
limit, i.e., 400W/s. Compared to C=6F/k=1, increasing C to
8F achieves the same smoothing (±100W/s) but this allows
the SC to operate in a much more safer region (around 110-
140V). For the case C=8F/k=4 the SC again operates around
110-140V leading to the conclusion that with higher C the
warning area could be omitted and the RRL could have a lower

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 9. Results for different values of k and SC size: (a) Grid injected Active
Power, ps and pin; (b) SC Power; (c) SC Voltage; (d) RR computed by (8).

value (stricter RRL/better smoothing). Of course, increasing
the SC size leads to better smoothing effect in ps. However,
larger sizes may lead to excessive ESS costs, as discussed in
the following Sections. Hence, the introduction of the warning
area can lead to reduced SC size. Finally, it can be concluded
that the introduction of the warning area in this RRL method
ensures smoother ps with a specific rn (or within a specific
pre-defined range of rn values) and with a safer SC operation
for a given SC size compared to the case where other control
approaches are applied and the SC size is not large enough
and the power smoothing functionality is disabled when the
SC reaches its limits . Such case could cause further undesired
effects at power system level.

B. Comparison with the LPF and MA approaches

In this subsection, the proposed RRL control is compared
via simulations to a first order LPF and the sliding window
MA, in terms of performance and relative cost increase
considering as pin the 300s profile of Fig. 8. Both the LPF
and MA control schemes are activated when the SC voltage
is within the limits 90V-150V to respect the safety limits
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 10. Comparison among the proposed RRL approach, the LPF method and the sliding window MA method considering SC capacity C = 6F : (a)
Achieved RR, W/s; (b) SC voltage.

(a) (b)

Fig. 11. Comparison among the proposed RRL approach, the LPF method and the sliding window MA method considering larger SC capacities for the LPF
approach: (a) Achieved RR, W/s; (b) SC voltage.

imposed by the SC manufacturer. For the proposed method
the selected case is the one with target RRL 100W/s, k = 1
and C = 6F , as shown in Fig. 10(a)-(b). The selected
TLPF are 10, 30, and 60 s and the selected ∆tw are 20
and 30 s. Regarding the LPF method, none of the LPFs
manages to keep the RR at specific limits: in the case of
TLPF = 10s, the achieved smoothing is not as efficient as with
the proposed RRL method. This is evident in the successive
ramp downs and ups in the time intervals t = 140− 170s and
t = 240−270s. For TLPF = 30s and TLPF = 60s in most of
the time an oversmoothing appears compared to the proposed
RRL method. This oversmoothing leads to higher SC voltage
fluctuations compared to the proposed approach, hence, deeper
charging or discharging of the SC. At simulation time interval
t = 240s − 250s the smoothing action stops, since the SC
reaches its lower voltage limits. Hence, the existing SC bank
capacity of 6F is not adequate for the LPF control. Regarding
the MA method, the selected ∆tw generally exceed the target
RRL compared to the proposed approach, while leading to
larger voltage fluctuations. This is an undesired effect since
high SC voltage or SC power fluctuations actually reflect the
depth of the charging/discharging cycles -an evaluation on
the full charging/discharging cycles appears in the following
subsection. Again the target RRL cannot be pre-evaluated.

In order to show the relative increase in the SC size,
another round of simulations is performed. More specifically,
the manufacturer voltage limits have been considered the
same, while the capacitance is increased by 40% (C=8F) and
100% (C=12F). These results appear in Fig. 11. As it can
be observed, when increasing the SC size, both the LPF and
MA approaches manage to smooth efficiently the power (Fig.
11 (a)), except in the case of TLPF = 60s and C = 8F ,
where the voltage limits are reached at t = 340s− 350s (Fig.
11 (b)). Based on the results of Fig. 11, it can be deduced
that an increase in the SC size by 40% or 100% would lead
to the respective increase of the SC price when operating
with the LPF or the MA approach. Considering that the lab

SC cost is ≈ 1000C, the additional cost for applying the
LPF approach is 400 to 1000C more than when applying
the proposed approach. Moreover, the cost of the DC filter
is 200C and the cost of the associated DC/DC converter
is 500C (rated power 2kW ). If the power of the SC and
the associated DC/DC converter need to be larger as well,
further cost increase would be needed, leading to an increase
larger than 50% when applying the LPF or the MA approach
compared to the proposed RRL control.

C. Economic Evaluation

Economic comparisons for the ESS size are usually con-
ducted in the literature considering “worst-case” scenarios
from historical data (daily or yearly profiles), [12], [15],
[17], [18]. In order to allow a more comprehensive economic
comparison between the proposed RRL method and the LPF
and the MA approaches, simulations with daily profiles need
to be performed. As a “worst-case” daily profile, the PV daily
profile of Fig. 8 has been used. To allow such comparisons,
the detailed Simulink model used is the previous subsection is
simplified to an analytical Matlab model, in a similar manner
to [19]. The losses in the lab topology are ignored, i.e.,
pout = ps. For a given time instant the smoothed power is
calculated by Algorithm 1. For the sliding window MA pout
is given by (17), while for the LPF, the smoothed power is
derived by:

pout[t] =
2TLPF −∆t

2TLPF +∆t
· pout[t−∆t]+

+
∆t

2TLPF +∆t
· (pin[t] + pin[t−∆t]) (19)

In this investigation, for the proposed approach, the target
values of rn are 32.5, 75, 100 and 150 W/s and there is
no warning area, i.e., k = 1. Different values of TLPF

and ∆tw have been applied to (17) and (19), respectively.
Considering an average cost of 1000C/kWp for the PVPP,
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TABLE I
RESULTING SC POWER, ENERGY AND COST FOR ONE DAY SIMULATIONS

Method Power, W Energy, Wh RRmax
out ,W/s RC %

rn =32.5 W/s 2,875 586.7 32.5 180.5
rn =75 W/s 2,597 302 75 92.9
rn =100 W/s 2,448 219.4 100 67.5
rn =150 W/s 2,173 123.6 150 38
TLPF = 5s 2,017 326 340 100.3
TLPF = 15s 2,616 678.5 166 208.8
TLPF = 30s 2,776 972.6 91.68 299.3
TLPF = 81s 2,673 1,445 32.67 444.6
∆tw = 20s 2,644 598.03 168.94 184
∆tw = 30s 2,877 781.52 117.96 240
∆tw = 60s 3,204 1,155.17 61.34 355
∆tw = 100s 2,818 1,371.7 35.87 422

Fig. 12. Resulting RR with daily simulations

a 6.5 kWp PVPP would cost 6,500C. Assuming an average
SC cost of 20C/Wh, [3], the relative additional purchase cost
of the SC with respect to the total PVPP cost is calculated
and shown in Table I - denoted as RC (Relative Cost). The
achieved RR in W/s is also shown in Table I. For the
LPF and MA approaches, the RR of pout cannot be pre-
evaluated, hence, for the different values of TLPF and ∆tw,
the RRmax

out (maximum RR of pout after applying the LPF
or MA approach) is also shown in Table I. As it can be
deduced, the proposed RRL results into much smaller SC size
in terms of energy, while the maximum instantaneous power
needed does not have important differentiation. For almost
the same resulting RRmax

out ≈ 32.5W/s, RRmax
out ≈ 100W/s

and RRmax
out ≈ 150W/s, the TLPF = 81s, TLPF = 30s

the TLPF = 15s, ∆tw = 20s, ∆tw = 30s, ∆tw = 60s
and ∆tw = 100s require almost 3-5 times larger SC energy
than in the case of the proposed RRL with rn = 32.5W/s,
rn = 100W/s and rn = 150W/s. In Fig. 12 the RR of the
cloudy day profile is calculated by (8) and illustrated with
blue line for the time interval 40,000-60,000s, i.e., 11:06:40-
16:40:00 o’clock. The daily profile results for TLPF = 81s,
∆tw = 100s and rn = 100W/s are illustrated in Fig.
12, where the oversmoothing effect of the LPF and MA
approaches is also evident.

Closing this round of investigations, it can be concluded
that the proposed RRL control utilizes the least ESS capacity
- hence, lower cost - than filter-based and MA methods,
because the RRL control limits the RRL to a pre-determined
specific level and allows the SC only to operate for significant
fluctuations, thus, avoiding oversmoothing. Moreover, with
the proposed approach the RRL can be pre-defined by the
DSOs or TSOs. On the contrary, with the filter-based and MA
approaches there is NO correlation of the filter time constant
with the achieved RRL.

PREPA proposed RRLnom=10%/min for the RRL to
protect the system from significant RRs caused by non-
dispatchable DRES, [2]. Currently, the most frequent ap-

proach, [12], [17], [18], is to size the ESS considering the
worst case scenario, i.e. for (i) RRL=10%/min, which is the
PREPA limit and it is considered very strict; (ii) ∆P = 0.9p.u
with respect to the maximum DRES power within 10 minutes,
[12] -which is a really high time interval for the SC, since it
is a fast acting ESS. These sizing approaches usually do not
consider the ESS cost. For example in [12] an SC of 1kWh is
simulated considering a PV PP of 15kWp without taking into
account the associated cost involved. In this paper, the SC used
energy is 9.3Wh and this specific SC size [21] in the lab was
selected so as to cost around 10% of the total purchase and
installation price of a 10kWp PV PP. The relative additional
purchase cost of the SC and the associated DC/DC converter
must be considered if the SCs are needed to support the electric
power systems with the provision of AS. Although there are
plenty of studies taking into account the ESS cost for power
smoothing (probabilistic, [31], search-based [32], etc., [15])
all of them consider for both DSs and TSs a RRL=10%/min
without examining if such strict RR limits are suitable for
DSs, where the effect of the loads may eliminate fluctuations
caused by the DRES.

The RRL action should be evaluated simultaneously at
DRES and power system level together with its impact on the
power system stability. However, a step that should precede is
the following: it should be ensured that this AS is provided
with a relatively low additional cost with respect to the total
DRES installation cost. In this section, an incremental (with
respect to the current conditions) relative additional cost limit,
RC of the SC and the associated DC/DC converter is imposed
for offering RRL as an AS: RC≤ 10%. The DRES that are
taken into account have nominal power P nom

DRES < 100kV A, [3].
The following assumptions are made: (i) cloudy day profile
of Fig. 8; (ii) RRLnom = 0.3pu/min, i.e., rn = 32.5W/s
computed with by (9) and k = 1, i.e., no warning Area; (iii)
For the LPF and MA methods, the value and TLPF = 81s
and ∆tw = 100s have been selected so as to achieve a similar
RRmax

out as shown in the previous investigation. Moreover,
TLPF = 30s and ∆tw = 30s have been selected to demon-
strate how the proper choice of these parameters affects the
number of RRL violations and the SC charging/discharging
cycles; (iv) the aforementioned unit costs of PVPP and SC,
hence, total PVPP cost of 6,500C. This cost limit, RC=10%
can be translated into SC energy limit: the SC should cost
650C and considering the SC unit cost of 20C/Wh, the
resulting SC energy is calculated to be 32.5Wh. Assuming
that the SC should absorb and inject active power and that
it should return to a specific SoC, it is required that the
lower “instantaneous” energy limit is -16.25Wh and the upper
“instantaneous energy” limit +16.25Wh. Since the SC should
mitigate both ramp-ups and ramps downs, the SC should
return to 50% SoC. Another parameter that is inserted in these
simulations is the SoC recovery time. The SC recovery time
is assumed to range between 0 to 3 minutes. When inserting
those two parameters, violations in the RRL control will be
met. The number of the “instantaneous” violations should be
counted, since they affect the efficacy of the RRL provision.

The results are shown in Table II. For the examined cases the
following can be deduced: (i) increasing the SC recovery time
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TABLE II
COMPARISON - NUMBER OF VIOLATIONS OF THE RRL/rn VALUE FOR SPECIFIC SC ENERGY AND RECOVERY TIME (s)

Recovery Time RRL, k = 1 TLPF = 81s TLPF = 30s ∆tw = 30s ∆tw = 100s
0 24 101 722 1316 182
5 63 161 736 1330 208

10 99 215 742 1375 246
30 221 351 801 1391 371
60 302 593 825 1403 651
120 546 830 1013 1425 833
180 697 1131 1185 1547 1077

TABLE III
COMPARISON - NUMBER OF FULL CHARGE/DISCHARGE CYCLES FOR SPECIFIC SC ENERGY AND RECOVERY TIME (s)

Recovery Time RRL, k = 1 TLPF = 81s TLPF = 30s ∆tw = 30s ∆tw = 100s
0 8/14 30/28 18/19 15/11 26/30
5 9/13 30/27 18/18 15/11 26/27

10 9/12 29/27 17/19 14/12 27/25
30 7/12 24/25 17/17 13/11 29/27
60 6/10 21/24 15/14 8/14 22/20
120 3/9 20/17 11/14 6/13 17/16
180 2/9 16/18 8/13 6/10 10/18

Fig. 13. Resulting SC charging/discharging cycles with daily simulations
considering a recovery time of 30s

leads to larger number of violations. However, the SC is a fast
acting ESS and if appropriate SoC recovery control schemes,
like [22], are applied, the SoC can recover in less than 60
s. This means that the proposed RRL control would have
up to 300 violations. Considering around 12 hours (43,200
s) of solar irradiation within a day, this number is < 0.7%.
On the contrary, for TLPF = 81s and ∆tw = 100s, this
number can be 2-7 times larger. For TLPF = 30s it can
be deduced that even if the SC SoC recovers in less than
30s, the RRL violations can be 4-20 times more than the
proposed approach and 3-7 times larger than TLPF = 81s. For
∆tw = 30s it can be observed that even if the SoC is assumed
to recover immediately, the RRL violations can be 3-55 times
more than the proposed approach and 2-7 times larger than
∆tw = 100s; (ii) for a specific SC energy capacity, between
the three approaches, the most efficient one is the proposed
method, since it leads always to fewer violations of RRLnom.

With respect to the same cases, the number of full charg-
ing/discharging cycles have been estimated and the results are
shown in Table III. The term “full charging/discharging cycle”
corresponds to the case where the upper/lower SoC limit
is reached, respectively. In Fig. 13 all charging/discharging
cycles are depicted for recovery time equal to 30s considering
all three approaches. It can be observed that there can be
more charging/discharging cycles, but not full ones, since the
successive ramp-ups and downs do not always exhaust the SC
SoC limits. For all these cases the following can be deduced:
(i) evidently, increasing the SC recovery time leads to smaller
number of charging/discharging cycles; (ii) The proposed
approach leads always to smaller number of cycles, even when

k = 1, i.e., the target RRL value is always achieved; Regarding
TLPF = 81s and ∆tw = 100s, which respect the RRL target,
it can be derived that the number of cycles is 2-7 times larger
than the proposed approach. These methods have more cycles
due to the fact that they tend to oversmooth the power (also
evident in Figs. 12 and 13); (iii) decreasing the TLPF or
∆tw can lead to reduction of the cycles, but at the cost that
the desired smoothing is not achieved.

This final round of investigations proves that the RRL func-
tionality can be performed meeting simultaneously RRLnom

and a specific limit in the RC. The cost limit impact on the
provision of the RRL as an AS is important, if this AS is to
be allocated to DRES owners as a mandatory system support
function, in a similar manner to reactive power provision,
or other AS, [3]. A design engineer can select a SC and
the associated DC/DC converter based on the cost and then,
evaluate if it can meet the required RRL using a representative
daily profile. Finally, it should be noted that in all the cases
examined in Tables I, II and III, the instantaneous power of the
SC and its DC/DC converter is calculated to be < 50%Pnom

DRES .

V. DISCUSSION & CONCLUSIONS

The RRL has been identified as a new AS to be provided
by large-scale DRES connected directly at TS level. The RRL
could serve as a proactive action towards the conventional
unit commitment for frequency reserves. However, even in
the weak TSs the use of BESS together with a PVPP has
been proven to be ineffective in terms of performance due
to the BESS slow dynamics. In this paper, a novel RRL
control method has been developed to mitigate active power
fluctuations at DRES level. The RRL function is performed
by a SC, which is a fast acting ESS. The RRL control is
simple enough to be implemented in the microcontroller of
a real DRES and it can be directly applicable to any grid
code requirements for RR limitation. Another advantage of
this method is that the SC voltage (i.e. SoC) is taken into
account a-priori, i.e. before the service is provided. For this
reason, specific RRL can be ensured at the DRES connection
point, without exhausting the ESS safety limits. Hence, the
problem of oversmoothing and decreased operational life
can be avoided. The RRL control itself does not have any
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implementation restrictions, as long as suitable voltage limits
and realistic RRL target values (with respect to a specific
SC size) are set. The effectiveness of the proposed scheme
against a filter-based method and a moving average method is
validated via experiments considering different values of RRL
providing additional experimental contribution of this paper.
The effect of the SC size and the RRL deterioration when the
SC limits are reached are also investigated via simulations.
In addition, the proposed approach is compared to a filter-
based and a moving average method in a techno-economic
manner considering several parameters, e.g., the SC recovery
time, the SC size and cost. The proposed approach leads to
1.5-5 times smaller SC size compared to the other methods. In
addition, when considering a specific SC size, and depending
on various time frames of SC SoC recovery, the proposed
approach presents 2-7 times fewer charging/discharging cycles
prolonging the SC life and 2 times fewer RRL violations. Such
analysis does not exist for SCs in the current literature.

The SCs are conventionally sized based on the “worst-
case” fluctuation model and RRL 10%/min without examining
if such value is suitable for DRES placed within DS. In
further future studies, the appropriate value of the target RRL
value will be studied for PPs that are equipped with SCs and
connected within DSs, so that a whole DS could provide RRL
to the upstream TS as an AS and as a preventive action towards
frequency disturbances, i.e., so as to improve the TS stability -
a topic yet unexploited in the technical literature. In this way,
the RRL can be treated as an AS in a decentralized manner,
which may lead to deferral of investments at DS and TS level
and the engagement and remuneration of both small DRES
owners together with large-scale ESS operators.
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